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Events That Matter

Visit with majestic animals.
Lounge on sandy beaches.
Take in exhilarating shows,
conquer your fears, or mingle
with colleagues in a relaxed
tropical setting that is truly
unsurpassed anywhere
in Orlando.

This is Where Energy,
Diversity and Purpose Meet.
Combine world class coasters with a diversity of experiences
unmatched in Orlando, topped off by a personal flavor all your own.
That’s the perfect formula for unexpected encounters and unbelievable
events that are uniquely SeaWorld®.
Plus, your support helps save animal species around the world.
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Event Overview

Event Overview
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A place to connect
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A Place to Connect.
Our unique party venues make a business gathering feel
like an escape. No matter the size of your group, we have the spaces
and services that will make any event feel intimate, exclusive
and unexpected. This post-workday world is just what
they’ll need to relax, renew and recharge.

A Place to Connect

A Place to Connect
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Sharks Underwater Grill®

An event at

SeaWorld is more than memorable.
®

It’s an immersive delight for the senses that will have
your group singing its praises all the way
back to the office and beyond.

You Won’t Believe Your Senses.
Pick from a variety of spectacular shows to fit your group size and schedule.
Then move on to a dining experience they won’t find anywhere else, like
Sharks Underwater Grill® – a stunning space that brings them right alongside

magnificent sea animals for a delicious meal in a relaxed atmosphere.
Get ready. These ocean-inspired experiences will keep everyone
engaged and entranced.
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Events at SeaWorld®
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Higher,
Faster,
Better.
No one else in Orlando can top our
thrills. Only at SeaWorld can you
fly like a Manta ray, discover the
mysteries of the deep dark oceans

Take your event to another world.
Antarctica: Empire of the Penguin is a realm at SeaWorld that will
™

®

take your group to the bottom of the Earth. An incredible
back drop or complement to your next Orlando event at SeaWorld,
this realm is also convenient to SeaWorld’s incredible coasters,
Manta , Kraken and Mako . And yes, it’s cool.
®

®

™

on Kraken® enhanced with

Virtual Reality experience
in summer 2017 or experience the
energy and speed of the oceans
fastest shark on Mako, Orlando’s
tallest fastest and longest coaster.

This isn’t any ordinary business trip.

It’s a SeaWorld® Adventure.
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A SeaWorld® Adventure
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Yes. You’re Still in Orlando.
Few places are as tranquil, exotic or relaxing as the beach. Discovery
Cove® takes you there – just minutes away from Orlando’s bustling convention
corridor. When your group steps into Discovery Cove, they’ll be transported to
a tropical paradise that feels as exclusive as a private island.
Let the networking begin – there’s never been a better environment. Your
group’s journey begins on the lush nature trail where they will experience
unforgettable animal encounters. The journey continues as they unwind with
a cool island beverage while mingling and enjoying tropical-inspired

cuisine. Lastly, your group will seek discoveries at the water’s edge next to
Dolphin Lagoon while experiencing delectable desserts and enjoying

Discovery Cove® has an energy all its own
that will inspire and reinvigorate everyone
who visits its welcoming shores.

the rhythms of this island paradise.
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Discovery Cove®
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Your Space is Reserved.
Leave the business behind. This is your time to relax, refresh
and enjoy the casual setting of

Aquatica, SeaWorld’s

waterpark®. We offer group packages for all, including
customizable events and private group space
for your team.

So go ahead. Dive right in.
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animals and the wild wonders of our
world. Beyond being one of the world’s
foremost zoological organizations, SeaWorld
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Centrally Located
For Your Convenience

Parks & Entertainment™ also rescues and

• Located within the International Drive tourist corridor

rehabilitates marine and terrestrial animals that

• Less than 2 miles from the Orange County Convention Center

are ill, injured, orphaned or abandoned, with the
goal of returning them to the wild. The SeaWorld®

• Some of the most accessible off-site venues in Orlando

rescue team has helped more than 29,000
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animals in need over the last 50 years.
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Entertaining is taken to new heights that will surely amaze your
guests at SeaWorld®. Let us know how we can help turn your
next event into a memory that will last a lifetime.

Request for a proposal now
Watch our Group Events Video

